Spring Pencil Control and Letter Formation

Name: __________________________
Use your pencil to trace the lines from left to right. Can you help each baby animal to find its mum?
Use your pencil to draw a line and add each spring flower to the plant pot. Try to stay in the middle of each path.
Form each letter correctly on the handwriting lines and reveal the springtime alphabet.

- **a** is for April
- **b** is for buds
- **c** is for chick
- **d** is for daffodil
- **e** is for egg
- **f** is for flowers
- **g** is for growth
- **h** is for hatching
- **i** is for insects
- **j** is for joy
- **k** is for kid
- **l** is for lamb
Spring Pencil Control and Letter Formation Activity Pack

m is for a May

n is for new life

o is for outdoors

p is for petals

q is for quack

r is for rainbow

s is for spring

t is for tadpoles

u is for umbrella

v is for vines

w is for warmer weather

x is for excitement

y is for youthful

z is for buzz
Write the missing words on the lines in your best handwriting.

a baby ___________________________

hatch from an ___ __________________

the _____ will play __________________

new flowers ________

the tadpoles ________

the bees ________
Trace and copy these spring sentences in your best handwriting.

Watch the flowers grow.

It might rain in April.

The days get longer.

Now write your own springtime sentence in your best handwriting.
The words in these springtime sentences have been mixed up. Unscramble the words and write the sentence correctly in your best handwriting.

The sentence should say...

the Let's animals. look at

on Leaves trees. grow the

some I daffodils. will plant

The sentence should say...
Solve the riddles to find out which animals have just come out of hibernation. Write the answer in your best handwriting.

I have spiky prickles on my back.

I buzz around and make honey.

I have two wings and I hang upside down.

I have a bushy tail and I like to eat nuts.